Good vibes only: Driving experiential value

Customers crave lasting interactions

When Twitter care leads with empathy and compassion, it increases experiential value and builds brand loyalty with customers. 96% of people who turned to Twitter for customer service and had a friendly experience said they would buy from that brand again and 83% of them would recommend it to others.¹

Best practices discussed in this chapter:

- Be human.
- Build relationships.

Keep it real 🧔‍♂️

Be human

45% of people surveyed expect human interaction when they engage with brands on Twitter.¹ Handles that excel at being human in their responses to customers have much higher Sprinklr care scores.

Using customer names in Tweets acknowledges them as real people, and making them laugh will leave lasting impressions. Emojis or GIFs in Tweets show that a brand is not taking itself too seriously.

Industries that are most likely to:

- **Use customer names**
  Retail, utilities, financial services, and leisure and tourism
- **Get a laugh from a customer**
  Restaurants, food and beverage, retail, and apparel²
- **Reply with a GIF**
  Airlines, apparel, food and beverage, and leisure and tourism

---

¹Twitter Insiders. Q22. What are the most important things a brand needs to do when providing support to customers on Twitter? Please select up to 5. Base: Twitter users (n=1,149).
²Retail vs. Apparel. Apparel includes single design/brand stores or brands (Tommy Hilfiger, Nike) while Retail includes a huge range of different kinds of stores, some of which sell clothes (TJ Maxx, Nordstrom) but no single designer/brand.
Industry spotlight: Food and beverage

Respond quickly

While only one in six food and beverage handles shine in Twitter care, most of the top-performing care brands in this industry excel on at least one aspect of delivering experiential value.

One third of all food and beverage brands place in the top tier for humanizing care and/or building relationships.

Built for scale

The best brands respond to customers fast and consistently, no matter how many Tweets they receive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food and beverage</th>
<th>Across industries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>In an average month, a top F&amp;B handle receives¹</td>
<td>In an average month, a top handle across industries receives²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7,094 mentions and sends 941 Tweets</td>
<td>8,942 mentions and sends 3,456 Tweets</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹Food and beverage brands include companies like: @stouffers, @pepsi, @oscarmayer, @Purina, and @Tropicana.
²Across industries: Those who scored in the top 25% for customer care performance within logistics, telecom, financial services, tech, retail, food and beverage, and airlines.
Build relationships

Brands that engage with customers will attract followers and build relationships that can survive the occasional mishap. When your customers are already paying attention to you on Twitter, they’ll be more likely to turn to you for help so that you can address questions and solve problems before they turn into complaints.

Research shows that the longer a person stays with a brand, the more valuable they become as a customer. In fact, an annual increase in just 1% in customer retention can equate to a 20% increase in revenue annually.¹

Brands that excel at building relationships score much higher on the fundamentals of Twitter care.

The best of both

Build relationships and be human

Care interactions can resolve concerns, but can also be an enjoyable experience for the customer. This builds experiential value.

One way to create that kind of value is by humanizing care. When brands make care a great experience for customers, it helps foster an ongoing relationship that builds trust and loyalty.

It’s no coincidence that the industries that excel at humanizing care interactions are also the ones that develop ongoing customer relationships that outlast the latest care interaction. These are two practices that work together.

Industry insights:
- Airlines are in a league of their own when it comes to humanizing care and building relationships; many restaurants and retailers are strong on both fronts
- Telecom handles outperform most other industries when it comes to humanizing care
- Leisure and tourism brands and utility companies more often excel at building ongoing relationships

How industries create experiential value

Build relationships

Be human

Airlines
Restaurants
Leisure and tourism
Utilities
Retail
Tech
Telecom
Food and beverage
Logistics
Financial services
Apparel
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Brand tips

1. Use customer names in Tweets or use GIFs to inject humor into customer interactions.

2. Train care teams on brand voice guidelines so they can deliver thoughtful and consistent experiences.

3. Prepare responses in advance for potential negative feedback. Brands should read all mentions and respond with empathy.

Want to learn more? Read on at business.twitter.com